The first widely used financial model to price the evolution of options has footprints almost in every field. The aim of this paper is to derive the Black-Scholes-Merton formula of multiple options, generally for an n-dimensional assets and its links to Hamilton-Jacobi equation of mechanics with solution of black-Scholes equation in the metric of Banach space.
Introduction
Dynamical systems, deterministic or stochastic are interlinked with Mathematical Finance. In Dynamical Mathematical Finance we examine financial models by mean of dynamical systems. Dynamical systems defined over multiple independent variables categorized as multidimensional systems. For Black-Scholes model of Mathematical Finance one or multiple underlying assets could be consider. For one underlying asset the model is, 
For an n-underlying assets or multi-assets the formula, which is derived in section one, is, 
For an n-generalized coordinates or spatial variables the above equation after extension is give as,
Rodrigo and Galvez in [4] presented their work on relationships between equation (1) and (3) for one spatial variable considered as an underlying asset. In present work, the relationships between equation (2) and (4) are studied and explained, Which are multi-dimensional and multiasset models. The work is presented systematically by dividing it in different sections. The first one is to derive and analyze Black-Scholes Merton having an n-underlying assets, the second section is to dicuss Hamilton-Jacobi equation in multi-variable calculus. Moving to third major section that explains relationships between Black-Bcholes-Merton and HamiltonJacobi equation of mechancis with concluding remarks and suggestions in fourth section
black scholes equation
From everyday markets to the implications of theory of Relativity in financial mathematics [1] . This formula beyond the achievement of Noble price in 1997 for Scholes and Merton [3] has impressed every field. To derive having an n-underlying assets starting from multiple stochastic process
where dw n ; n = 1, 2, ... is Brownian motion.
By definition of random walk or wiener process [2] Correlation factor which appears to be zero in case of one underlying assest here it will be in relation with each two distinct random walks to determine their strength from positive one, zero or negative one correlation factor having range -1 to +1 is quite different from risk free interest rate ranging from 0 to +1. These factors are vital to consider. 
To eliminate the risk terms from above n ito's lemma 
(7) This is the required derived black scholes equation having multiple of n underlying assets, which affectively differ from black scholes equation in one underlying asset especially in appearance of correlation factors terms having their intensity defined below
These are correlation coefficients for an n underlying assets, after discussing their terms of correlation coefficients. here number of terms in an equation could be random but still predicted which is Mathematically healthy in number theory like first equation having 4 terms the next one having 4+3=7, and next one having 7+4=11 terms, then 11+5=16, then 16+6=22 terms and so on. s special kind of series at predicts terms containing in Black-Scholes equation having multiple assets 1.1. conditions and solutions: Considering space which here best suited is n-dimensional Euclidean space, whose discussion will follow later in third section , which will become the Banach space in which solution could be defined by introducing special metric is vital, to consider v the solution variable in n dimensional space.
Considering space R n having solution of the form
The Initial condition for an n underlying asset for an European call option would be
While K is an expiration or exercise date on which option has to be exercised. The above model is of Multi dimensional Black scholes equation with European conditions, Although our discussion proceeds considering European call option, The discussion could be expanded by taking conditions on European put options, American put and call options, Basket options and for exchange options. At the expiry date 'K' the solution, By reducing Multi-dimensional Black-scholes to diffusion equation in n dimensions [1] possessing 'N' a standard normal cumulative distribution function is
Hamilton jacobi differential equation and its solutions
Hamilton jacobi
In dynamical systems the non linear Hamilton-Jacobi equation could be used to derive equations of motion. The Hamilton-Jacobi equation in (n+1) variables
The Black-Scholes model and Hamilton-Jacobi, Both models are liked to each other in terms of Initial conditions, Spaces, Energy relations, Domains, Spatial variables. Employing mathematical techniques the dynamical systems to some extent could be linked to models in finance and economics, With the help of related concepts and different fields.
[4]
The Hamilton-Jacobi in Variational calculus is a cauchy problem [5] 
where R n × (0, ∞), with Initial condition U = (g 1 , g 2 , ...g n ),
and (g 1 , g 2 , ...g n ) ∈ R ⋉ × (t = 0)
Here we have U : R ⋉ × (0, ∞) → R and Hamiltonian defined by
The solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in n-dimensions, Or In variational calculus will be:
Let L : R n → R, name it Lagrangian function satisfying conditions
The convexity implies L is continuous lagrangian function. We can with W (t) = x. H is smooth and Convex, While (g 1 , g 2 , ...g n ) must be Lipschitz continuous. The above minimization problem could be simplified as
The expression on the right hand side is called Hopf-Lax formula. This formula is a unique weak solution of the initial value problem for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. While in variational analysis the solution of the cauchy problem 'U' is defined in the metric of Banach space, L is invariant [7] while H must be of the class of second differential functions, Hamilton-Jacobi equation is an evolution equation 
where H(DV) being Hamiltonian interlinked with Black-Scholes-Merton. Here, our conclusion would be following
3.3. Initial condition (t=0), for Hamilton Jacobi
Whereas Initial condition (t=0), for Black-Scholes-Merton for an european call option is denotes an n-underlying assets, whereas spatial variables are considered here as underlying assets or actives.
3.5. By interlinking Hamiltonian of both equations. The dynamical aspects of Black-scholes-Merton allows to evaluate options, representing behaviour of options as physical objects.
3.6. As showed above the multi-dimensional Black-Scholes-Merton is a dynamical system, possessing an associated energy, which preserves by both double convex functions, Hamilton and Lagrangian, Starting from Hamiltonian
where P i is the generalized momenta and taking P iẋ i = φ a potential function, and depicting 
By considering thatṡ is the variation of the price of the action.
3.7. For a curious researcher it may be wealthy, to find methods which are applicable to problems in dynamics especially Hamilton-Jacobi method, to solve problems in financial Mathematics to understand the essence of interlinking of both equations.
3.8. Multi-dimensional Black-scholes-Merton having solutions in the Metric of Banach space defined by,
whereas V 1 and V 2 are solutions at time t 1 and t 2 respectively, f or t 1 ,
putting in above metric
−∞ e −w 2 /2 dw. The similar procedure with integrals will continue until the nth difference in normal distribution functions,
(15) After squaring both sides and using triangle inequality It becomes
3.9. Now for the Lipschitz condition, to be verified by our initial condition, V (s 1 , s 2 , ...s n , T ) = max{max(s 1 , s 2 , ...s n ) − K, 0} choose x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n ∈ R n |V (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n , t) − V (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n , t)| ≤ E |(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n ) − (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n )| , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n , T ) − V (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n , T )| ≤ E | (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n ) − (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , . .., y n )| f or (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) − (y 1 , y 2 , ...y n ) ≥ K and 0, f or (x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ) − (y 1 , y 2 , ...y n ) ≤ K |V (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n , t) − V (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n , t)| = |(x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , ..., x n ) − (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , ..., y n )| E=1, While V appears to be short map.
conclusion
We prove that Multi-dimensional Blac-scholes-Merton model is one of the dynamic systems. which is in this case Hamilton-Jacobi in nvariables equivalent. we have found various relationships between both models by analyzing the solutions of Black-Scholes-Merton in suitable metric. Further studies could be conducted as an applications to solve financial problems by the methods of dynamics.
